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P7383 Sports Chair

P7389

This portable chair is perfect for relaxing at the beach
or outdoor settings! Made of 600D polyester with a
metal frame, this chair has comfortable armrests, a
back support, a sturdy frame, and contains a mesh cup
holder for your drink for ultimate comfort! The chair
includes a carrying bag that allows it to packed and
carried over the shoulder with ease.
Size:
20”W x 32”H x 19”D, Seat height 17”
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P7386 Folding Table

This portable table is a must have for any outdoor
event! Made of 600D polyester with a metal frame.
The table top folds in half and opens up flat. Simply
connect the metal frame of the table top to the plastic
tubular clasps on the metal table base. The table top
has 4 mesh cup holders to securely hold your drinks
while in use. Underneath the table top the base frame
has another tier for extra space. When folded, it packs
into a carrying case with handles. Compact and convenient, it’s a great item for outdoor activities!
Size:
24”H x 28”Dia.
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P7389 Padded Recliner (Beach Chair)

This portable chair is perfect for relaxing at the beach,
at the park, or in your yard! The chair is padded & soft
to contour to your body for maximum comfort. Made of
600D polyester with thick aluminum frame. The weight
is supported by two webbing straps that also double
as backpack straps for easy transport. The sturdy
aluminum frame can support up to 300 lbs.
Size:
21”W x 16”H x 21”D, Seat height:
16”H/headrest: 33 ½”H
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This popular 6-pack cooler is now available in popular
camo print. It is perfect for your daily lunch box
or outdoor adventures pack. Made of 600D Camo
polyester and lined with heat sealed PEVA lining. An
open pocket in front for accessories.
Size:
8 ½”W x 6 ½”H x 6”D
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Imprint

72

73-300

10.92 8.76

301-720 721-1440

8.42

8.05

This nifty, multi-purpose pouch is perfect for outdoor adventures!
It can be carried over the shoulder as a sling, around the waist,
or attached to a bag. The front zipper pocket has four elastic
bands inside to hold a flash light, knife, lighter, lotion, etc. Inside
the main compartment, there is enough room for your wallet,
phone, bottle, and other incidentals, On the back, there is a
carabiner, and a handle loop at the top & a detachable shoulder
strap for easy, hands-free carrying.
5”W x 7 ½”H x 2 ½”D
Size:

(1P3R)

Imprint

60

61-240

12.80 10.20

37-120

121-300

301-600

P4355 Slim Sling

P3355 Utility Pouch
P7155 Camo 6-Pack

36

48.80 38.90 37.04 35.00

241-600 601-1080

9.82

9.36

* All prices include one color imprint. * Set-Up: $43.75 (v) per color for imprint

This sleek, compact sling is just big enough to carry all your
personal items for day trips. You can carry it over either
shoulder for a day in the outdoors, or sling it over to carry
it in the front while walking through crowds. The single
strap can be attached to the right or left side of the bag for
maximum comfort. Features include a tablet sleeve and a
zip pocket inside the main compartment. In front there is an
open pocket for accessories and a pen loop. A zip pocket on
the top for phones or keys.
8 ¼”W x 12 ½”H x 2 ¼”D
Size:
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Imprint

60

61-240

241-600 601-1080

16.90 13.54 13.05 12.50
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P3322 Camo Waist Pack

You’ll be ready for any challenge outdoors with this handy camo waist
pack! Done in rugged 600D Polyester with a unique camo print, it
is perfect for the outdoors. The front features a flap over, Velcro
secured padded pouch for your phone or other quick access items.
The spacious main compartment has ample room for essentials for
any day trip. Behind the main compartment also features a large hidden zipper pocket for valuables. On the waist strap there are dual zip
pockets for even more storage.
11 ¾”W x 6”H x 4”D
Size:

(1P3R)

Imprint

60

61-240

241-600 601-1080

16.80 13.53 13.02 12.45

P3655 Camo Backpack

P4855 Camo Messenger

Take technology to the great outdoors with this clever
camo messenger! Its flap closure is secured by dual
buckle clips, and beneath the flap there’s a subtle vertical
zip padded pocket to secure a full-size tablet. The main
compartment has padded sleeve to accomodate a 15.4”
laptop. Additionally, it has a pen loop and pocket for keys
or phones, along with a zip pocket for smaller essentials
and an open pocket in back. Finished with a mesh pocket
for bottles and an adjustable shoulder strap. Made of
camo tree printed 600D polyester.
15 ½”W x 12”H x 5”D
Size:

(1P3R)

Imprint

48

49-144

145-400

This camo backpack is perfect for your next outdoor
adventure! The front zipper pocket is fully padded to
accommodate a tablet and the front zipper compartment has ample space for all your small items &
stationery. A zip pocket at the top allows for keys or
other essentials. The main compartment includes a
15.4” laptop pocket and is spacious enough to carry
all your necessities. A zipper pocket & a mesh pocket
on the sides for accessories and bottles. Made of
Camo printed 600D polyester.
Size:
13”W x 18”H x 7 ½”D
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P7655 24-PAck Camo Cooler

More Sharing ServicesShare | Share on facebookShare on emailShare
on favoritesShare on print Camping in the great outdoors just got
easier with this camo cooler! Designed with 600D polyester in a
cool camo print, this cooler has the capacity to carry up to 24 cans!
Features include a fully foil-lined compartment in front, designed to
keep food warm during long day trips. The roomy main compartment
is fully-padded with PEVA lining & heat-sealed to keep your drinks cool
the entire day. A Velcro opening at the top allows for quick and easy
access to your beverages. Two large mesh pockets on the sides are
spacious enough to pack extra essentials. Dual carry handles and an
adjustable shoulder strap complete this incredible cooler.
12”W x 11”H x 7”D
Size:

(1P3R)

Imprint

48

49-144

145-400

401-800

27.76 22.34 21.54 20.63

P9655 Camo Duffle
P7425 Camo Padded Cooler Seat

This foldable, portable cooler will not only keep your drinks
cold, but it also serves as a comfortable seat. Supported
with strong plastic panels, and topped with soft padding,
it transforms from a cooler into a seat within seconds.
Be sure to insert the octagonal board to the base of the
cooler, forming the frame for extra rigidity and support.
This innovative cooler, 30 cans capacity, made of 600D
polyester and PEVA lining, is capable of holding up to 250
lbs. Its adjustable shoulder strap is a convenient finishing
touch, allowing you to take the cooler anywhere outdoors
such as beaching, fishing, camping, or BBQing.
12”W x 14”H x 12”D
Size:

(1P3R)

Imprint

P3522 Camo Backpack

The perfect bag for your next outdoor adventure, this bag has plenty
of room to pack it all! Filled with functional features including a bottom
front zip pocket with a padded sleeve for tablets, a top front zip pocket
with a spacious open pocket for outdoor items, such as binoculars,
and additional pockets for a phone and incidentals. The spacious main
compartment has a padded sleeve for a laptop and a quick-access
zip-pocket at the top to safely store a wallet. On the gusset, there’s
another zip-pocket, and a bottle pocket. At the bottom, it has straps
to secure larger items like a blanket or towel. This functional backpack
boasts extra-thick foam on the back panel for added comfort, plus a
waist and chest strap for additional security.
12½”W x 18½”H x 6”D
Size:

(1P3R)

Imprint

36

37-120

121-300

60

61-240

241-600 601-1080

29.36 23.63 22.79 21.83

Need a reliable bag for your next adventure? Made
of camo tree printed 600D polyester, this awesome
outdoor duffle is ideal! Features include a spacious main
compartment to carry your cargo, a zip-pocket in front
for smaller essentials, and an elastic pocket to secure
your water bottle. One side features a large zip-pocket
with air vents for shoes or dirty clothing; the other side
has another large zip-pocket to keep smaller items
separated. The top is finished with dual carry handles
and a removable, padded shoulder strap.
22 ½”W x 12”H x 11 ½”D
Size:

(1P3R)

Imprint

48

49-144

145-400

401-800

34.36 27.68 26.70 25.58

9822 Camo Rolling Duffle

Made of 600D polyester in an exclusive camo print.
This extra large duffle has a built-in pull-up handle and
recess wheels making it easy to roll. Spacious main
compartment will accommodate all the loads you need
for your traveling, camping, or hunting trip. A top
pocket in front and side for accessories and incidentals. Dual handles and detachable shoulder strap.
30”W x 14”D x 14”D
Size:

(1P3R)

Imprint

24

25-72

73-240

241-480

94.80 75.38 72.44 69.31

301-600

44.70 35.89 34.59 33.18

* All prices include one color imprint. * Set-Up: $43.75 (v) per color for imprint

